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About this document

This document updates the support policy for all North American DMS-10 system software
releases. It replaces our previous software release and support policy documentation. 

For more information

For more detailed information about the DMS-10 system or other Nortel Networks products and
services, please visit our Web site at nortelnetworks.com or call the Nortel Networks Sales and
Marketing Information Center at 1-800-4 NORTEL (1-800-466-7835). For training
information, call 1-877-662-5669.

We want your feedback

Your comments and suggestions are important in helping us create marketing literature that meets
your needs. If you are reading this document online and would like to provide
feedback through the Web, please click on “comments and suggestions.” If you
are reading a hard copy of this document, you will find an attached Reader
Response Form that you may complete and return to us by postage-paid mail. 

Do you know others who would like information about Nortel Networks?

By completing our Sales and Marketing Subscription form, you will receive
brochures, Product/Service Information Bulletins, Feature Planning Guides, and
other advance-planning information from Nortel Networks. To sign-up online,
click on “Sign Me Up.” To complete a hard copy version of this form, please call
1-800-4 NORTEL and request a Sales and Marketing Subscriber form.

Comments
&

suggestions

Sign me
up

http://www.nortelnetworks.com/cgi-bin/reader_response_form.pl?title=DMS-10+software+policy+51048.16-11-00+Issue+1
http://www.nortelnetworks.com/subscriberform


General DMS-10 system software support policies

Nortel Networks adheres to the following general policies in supporting the
Generic software releases for the DMS-10 system in North America:

� We support each Generic for up to two years after it becomes generally
available.

� Service providers can skip up to two Generic releases before upgrading
DMS-10 software loads.

� New peripheral loads required by a new Generic release are identified in
the Generic Release Summary (GRS) issued before the Generic becomes
generally available. In most cases, peripheral software is included with
the Generic release package.

Ordering and support

A DMS-10 system Generic can be ordered anytime from its initial release to
up to two years after becoming generally available (GA). It is priced at the
applicable contract terms for right-to-use and Generic load insertion fees.

Nortel Networks policy prohibits deploying a retired Generic in an initial
(new) DMS-10 system or in an extension, and we also recommend that
retired (unsupported) Generics not be deployed in existing offices . When
ordering a release near the end of its active stage, please keep in mind that
each Generic application of that release should occur before the scheduled
retirement date.

Full software support—including both emergency-outage and non-
emergency support—is provided until two years after the Generic becomes
generally available. Support for retired releases is available only under a
separate service contact and is limited to support that does not require
patching or other design effort.

Planning considerations in deploying Generics

A new DMS-10 system Generic becomes generally available for ordering
and loading every six to twelve months. Service providers can skip up to two
of these releases between system upgrades. 

Installing the current Generic after skipping more than two releases requires
temporary insertion (at extra cost) of one or more of the omitted releases. To
use the Generic timeline shown in Figure 1 as an example, a service provider
might decide to deploy Release 5 in a DMS-10 system currently running
Release 1 (these are hypothetical release numbers used here to illustrate our
software release policy). First, Release 2, 3, or 4 would have to be inserted
into the system temporarily. Release 5 could then be loaded from the
interim release. 

Nortel Networks
provides full software
support for a Generic
until 2 years after it
reaches general
availability

A Generic can be
ordered for up to 2
years after reaching
general availability

A new Generic
becomes generally
available every 6 to
12 months
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By planning system upgrades in advance, the service provider can make a
smooth transition to new Generics, enhancing revenue potential,
functionality, and network reliability. Figure 1 shows various system upgrade
scenarios.

Stages of the Generic lifecycle

The following subsections are an overview of the stages of the product
lifecycle for DMS-10 Generic software releases in North America.
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Service providers play a vital role in the final testing of a new Generic by
allowing one or more of their offices to serve as “real-world” applications to
validate the operational quality of the release. These validation offices get the
Generic after completion of design, coding, and internal laboratory/quality
testing. Nortel Networks closely monitors validation offices and provides
them with extra support. 
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Generic deployment

Up to two Generics can be skipped between system
software upgrades. As illustrated here, the service
provider's options include deploying every Generic
(Scenario 1), every other Generic (Scenario 2), or every
third Generic (Scenario 3).

Scenario 1: Deploy all releases

Scenario 2: Skip one release
Scenario 3: Skip two releases

Five-year view of Generic lifecycles

Figure 1—Timeline shows Generics are supported for two years after general availability (GA)

Exceptions to the
general rules outlined
in this document will be
announced and
explained in future
Product/Service
Information documents
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After successfully completing the VO stage (including ramp offices) and
ensuring that both Nortel Networks and customer performance and process
expectations have been met, the Generic software release is declared available
for general deployment as a production release (Figure 1).
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Upon achieving general availability, a Generic becomes the current
production release, retaining that status until the next Generic becomes
generally available six to twelve months later. The production release is the
standard Generic deployed in DMS-10 initials and extensions.

The production release is priced according to the applicable contract terms
for right-to-use and Generic load insertion fees. Right-to-use fees vary based
on the feature options purchased, while non-emergency load insertion fees
are typically fixed on a per-load basis.

Full software support—including emergency-outage and non-emergency
support—is available for the duration of the Generic’s service as the current
production release.
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When a new production release becomes generally available, its predecessor
becomes the active release. It remains active until two years after its general
availability date.

The production release is routinely deployed in initial DMS-10 installations,
but an active release can be loaded in either an initial or an existing
DMS-10 system at the request of the service provider. Each Generic
application must be executed before the retirement of that release, since
retired releases are not available for initials or extensions. When placing an
order for a Generic nearing the end of its active stage, this requirement is of
particular significance. If it cannot be met, Nortel Networks recommends
that the current production release be substituted.

An active release is priced at the applicable contract terms for right-to-use
and generic load insertion fees. Right-to-use fees vary, based on the features
purchased, while non-emergency load insertion fees are typically fixed (per
load).

Nortel Networks provides full emergency-outage and non-emergency
software support for any release that is currently active.

51048.16/11-00 Issue 1 DMS-10 software policy
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Two years after general availability, the Generic shifts from active to retired
status. Retired releases are not available for deployment in DMS-10 initials
or extensions, and we strongly recommend against continued usage of them
for in-service DMS-10 systems. Nortel Networks recommends that DMS-10
systems be upgraded to the current production release when the Generic
they are running reaches retirement. 

Support for retired releases is available only under a separate service contract
with Nortel Networks technical support organizations. The support is
limited to services that do not require patching or other design effort, and
root cause analysis of outages is not provided.

For more information . . .

Updates to the production, active, and retired status of releases will be
provided in the current issue of the DMS-10 Feature Planning Guide.
Interim updates will be provided in future Product/Service Information
documents.  For more information about Nortel Networks software
development cycles and software administrative policy, please contact your
Nortel Networks representative.
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We at Nortel Networks are always looking for ways to improve communications with our
customers. Please help us better meet your needs by completing the following questionnaire about
this document. When possible, we'll reply to your comments or questions personally (remember to
include your return address).
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1.  How do you rate this document's effectiveness?  
(Check one rating for each category)

Information is complete �

Product or service is clearly explained �

Graphics and charts are helpful �

Document is well organized and easy to use �

Information is timely �

OVERALL RATING �

2.  How will you use this document? (Check all that apply)

� General reference/information � Training resource 

� Sales/marketing � Tariff planning

� Network planning � Other 

3.  Any comments, questions, or suggested improvements?

Company:

Position/job function:

Phone/e-mail address:
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